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Abstract 
 
The increasing computational performance and capacity available today makes it possible 
to construct models of various regimes in the Sun-Earth system, based on first physical 
principles. For ideal Space Weather simulation experiments one should couple such 
models physically, but also computationally efficiently. While there are already coupled 
models available for Space Weather simulation purposes, more detailed results still can be 
achieved by driving detailed stand-alone models with either results from other models or 
relevant data providing the description of interaction. 
 
The introductory part of this lecture gives  an overview of Space Weather simulation 
experiments in the upper atmosphere using various presently used upper atmospheric 
models, reviews the significance of excess ionisation events in ionosphere - neutral 
atmosphere coupling, where it appears that also the ion chemistry reactions turn out to be 
relevant when considering variations in neutral composition during these events, and 
finally points out possible existence of climatological effects due to originally Space 
Weather drivers. 
 
After introduction, an example of a SW simulation tool for upper atmospheric studies, a  
coupled ion and neutral chemistry model for the lower ionosphere and upper stratosphere- 
mesosphere and lower thermosphere studies is presented in detail. Chemistry, physics, 
mathematics and software implementation of the model are described. Recent results of 
applying the model during solar proton events, auroral electron precipitation, relativistic 
electron precipitation and solar X-ray flares in order to study variations in ionisation and 
cahnges in concentrations of odd nitrogen, odd hydrogen, ozone and nitric acid, as well as 
comparisons with satellite, radio and radar experiments are shown. 
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